Local Phenology Leaders Discussion
Agenda and Discussion Guide
How Friday, September 15, 2017
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 9:00 am Pacific/AZ
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO); Erin Posthumus (NCO); Beth Bisson (UMaine Signs of the Seasons); Jennifer
Jones (FWS Wildlife Biologist, Yreka Office); Patric Harper (Restoration Biologist, Gulf Coast Phenology Trail); Suzanne
Mrozak (Tree Spotters, Arnold Arboretum)
TAKE AWAYS:
- The USA-NPN Visualization Tools are useable for summarizing phenology data and sharing the data with
volunteers to encourage monitoring progress
- The Partner Dashboard Tool helps you with volunteer retention and can tell you who has been regularly observing,
what they have observed and where the gaps are
- Both data tools are useful for developing annual reports.
Celebrate a Success
- Suzanne - WBGH wants to do a feature on their Tree Spotters! Hooray! Send us the link when it is available on the
webpage so we can promote
- Jen - Had a good time with butterflies in the classroom and had monarchs in the classroom and they were
hatching! She likes to leave them with the caterpillars and milkweed so they can watch them. Is going to apply for
a monarch waystation NWF grant to turn it into a garden. $2000 would help keep the project going.
- Beth - Did a series of webinars with collaborating researchers and they went really well. Beth will share the link
with us so we can post it on the YouTube.
- Patric - New Gulf Coast Phenology Trail coordinator up and running! She is participating in LA’s LPL Course now,
too.
Discussion Topic: Using our data summary tools.
- Beth volunteered to walk through the data tools
- Her question - when was the first yes reported for red maple in 2017 for breaking leaf buds. She would like to
know if the actual date is close to the estimated average date that she remembers
- On the visualization tool she used the tool bar on the left. Clicked on hourglass > Filter by year > + > Partner Group
(Signs of the Seasons Network) > + > Species (we picked red maple) > + > Execute Filter. Once the data loads, click
on the graph icon on the left > select Calendars > Select the year (up to 2) > select the species (again, red maple) >
select the phenophase (breaking leaf buds) > then click on visualize. You can add the negative data if you like. The
display shows all of the reported yes (and nos) for that species plotted on the calendar. You can compare up to
two years.
- We noticed on Beth’s data that 2011 reports were earlier because of the early spring. And 2017 data were in line
with the average. We also noticed that there were several reports in 2011 of colored leaves early in the year. We
inferred that could be because people were mis-reporting colored leaves by reading the protocol incorrectly. That
can be used as programmatic information – could indicate a place where more training can be applied.
- Ask Lee about sorting the observers on the manage users site - more functionality for sorting the list on the
observation deck
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Next time
- Esp, Jennifer – how to really get people familiar with the database – share some resources, have a discussion
- We will do a second round of data visualization sharing in October
- Libia – how can we do outreach or find partners or schools. How can we bring people to the project.
Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned – 10:02 Pacific/AZ time
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